
ian members of the world's general public, or even to people of Hungarian 
ancestry who want a basic introduction to Hungary and Hungarian culture. My 
expectations were high when I took this volume in my hands but they were not 
fulfilled in every respect. 

The book's organization is traditional. It begins with brief chapters 
devoted to geography, history, government and the economy. These are followed 
by chapters covering the subjects of "Hungarians," their religions, lifestyles, and 
language. The final chapters deal with the arts, leisure, festivals and food in 
Hungary. All this is followed by some useful data and a bibliography that could 
earn no more than a D for a first year college student. 

Esbenshade's treatment of Hungarians is sympathetic. The photography 
was fine and the book's design is excellent. Nevertheless, I was disappointed with 
some aspects of this book. I was told one too many times that Hungarians are a 
"very proud" people. The book's portrayal of Hungary as a country in disarray 
was probably accurate for the times — after all Esbenshade's research for it must 
have been done during the early 1990s — but in 1999 the handbook is dated 
already. Not surprisingly, for a historian the most disappointing part of the book 
has been its treatment of Hungarian history. But, how can we expect the author 
to be accurate about the details of Hungary's evolution when he gives 1934 [sic! 
1938] as the year of Austria's annexation by the Third Reich (27). 

Professor Bisztray complained in an earlier volume of our journal that 
when his non-Hungarian son-in-law asked for a little volume that would intro-
duce him to Hungary, he (Prof. Bisztray) had nothing to recommend. Alas, the 
appearance of Richard Esbenshade's Hungary has not changed that situation. 

N.F. Dreisziger 
Royal Military College of Canada 

Istvan Zombori, ed. Magyarorszag es a Szentszek kapcsolatainak ezer eve 
[Thousand Years of Interaction between Hungary and the Holy See]. 
Budapest: Magyar Egyhaztorteneti Enciklopedia Munkakozossege, 1996. 
Pp. 337; 15 pages of photographs, 2 maps. 

Hungary has had a close relationship with the Holy See ever since the nation's 
conversion to Christianity around the year 1000 A.D, and many historians have 
dealt with this topic. The most significant of the relevant works include Vilmos 
Fraknoi's massive Magyarorszag egyhazi es politikai osszekottetesei a romai 
szentszekkel [Hungary's Ecclesiastical and Political Connections with the Roman 
Holy See] (3 vols., Budapest, 1901-1903), Vilmos Tower's one-volume popular 
synthesis A papak szerepe hazank megmenteseben es fennmaradasaban [The Role 



of the Popes in the Saving and Survival of Our Homeland] (Budapest, 1935), and 
Egyed Hermann's thorough A katolikus egyhaz tortenete Magyarorszagon 1914-ig 
[The History of the Catholic Church in Hungary until 1914] (Munich, 1973). 

During the half a century of communist domination the whole field of 
ecclesiastical history became forbidden territory. Research in church history was 
virtually taboo, and it was revived only after the collapse of communism in 1989. 

One of the results of this collapse was the foundation of the "Interna-
tional Society for Encyclopedia of Church History in Hungary" [Magyar Egyhaz-
torteneti Enciklopedia Munkakozossege = METEM] in 1989. The METEM 
immediately initiated the bilingual quarterly Magyar Egyhaztorteneti Vazlatok 
[Essays in Church History in Hungary] (1989), as well as the monograph series 
"METEM Konyvek" [METEM Books], 

One of the volumes in this series is the book under review. It is a 
multi-authored overview of the Papal-Hungarian relationship, that is covered by a 
dozen authors in eleven chronological chapters. With the exception of one (Gabor 
Adrianyi from the University of Bonn in Germany), all of the authors are 
connected with various Hungarian institutions of higher learning or research. The 
latter include the Lorand Eotvos University of Budapest (Jeno Gergely, Jozsef 
Gerics, Istvan Hiller, Andras Kubinyi, Erzsebet Ladanyi), the Peter Pazmany 
Catholic University of Budapest (Peter Erdo, Gyorgy Racz, Laszlo Solymosi, 
Kornel Szovak), the Janus Pannonius University of Pecs (Laszlo Katus), the 
Attila Jozsef University of Szeged (Istvan Petrovics), the Institute of History of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Peter Kovacs), and the Ferenc Mora 
Museum of Szeged, which is the home base of editor Istvan Zombori. 

A brief review of this type cannot possibly do justice to the scholarly 
merits of the individual chapters, each of which was written by a different 
scholar. All we can do is to note that there are notable differences among these 
chapters both in their structure as well as in their style. On the whole, however, 
they are well-written and reliable scholarly essays. They combine to present a 
clear portrait of Hungary's millennial interaction with the Papacy. 

The material in the Appendix is also very useful. It includes a chronol-
ogy, a list of the popes, the Primate Archbishops of Esztergom, the Papal 
Nuncios to Vienna and Budapest, the accredited Austro-Hungarian (1867-1918) 
and Hungarian (1920-1998) ambassadors to the Holy See, and Hungary's 
Ministers for Religion and Public Education between 1867 and 1950. It is 
followed by 39 relevant photographs and two maps. It is to be lamented that 
maps of Historic Hungary were not included. The inclusion of such maps would 
have made the use of this volume much easier, as would the addition of a name 
and subject index. 

Although not a true synthesis, Magyarorszag es a Szentszek kapcsolatai• 
nak ezer eve is a useful summary of Hungary's relationship with the Holy See. Its 



expected appearance in English in the year 2000 should be a welcome addition to 
the growing number of English language scholarly works on Hungary. 

Steven Bela Vardy 
Duquesne University 

Beata Nagy and Margit S. Sardi, eds. Szerep es alkotas: Noi szerepek a 
tarsadalomban es az alkotomuveszetben [Gender Roles and Creations: 
Women ' s Roles in Society and the Creative Arts]. Debrecen: Csokonai, 
1997. 313 pp. Paperback. HU ISBN 963 260 113 0. 

This volume represents the selected proceedings of a conference that had been 
held under the same title at the Petofi Literary Museum in Budapest in 1996. The 
papers in the volume have been organized under the same two headings as the 
conference: part I "Noi szerepek az alkotomuveszetben" [Women's Gender Roles 
in the Creative Arts] and part II "Noi szerepek a tarsadalomban" [Women's 
Gender Roles in Society], Only some of the papers presented at the conference 
have been included in the book, but the conference's programme, as well as short 
summaries of each article in German, can be found at the volume's end. 

Szerep es alkotas is a significant contribution to the still nascent area of 
research in gender studies in Hungary. Its somewhat widely defined scope may 
be explained by this very same fact: no specific time reference was given and 
neither was a geographic reference. Thus the volume encompasses papers that 
range from biblical times (Ilona Varhelyi's article about women's roles in the 
Bible, "Noszerepek a Bibliaban") all the way until the end of the 20th century 
(Erzsebet Racz's '"Emberek-e a nok?' 20. szazadvegi korkep a nemet nyelvteriilet 
dramairoinak muveibol" [Are Women Human Beings? Panorama of German 
Women Dramatists at the End of the 20th Century]), and talks about women in 
such diverse geographic locations as the Holy Land (as mentioned), in France 
(Zsuzsa Acel, "A feminizmus visszacsapasanak egy lehetseges formaja a szazad 
kozepen" [One Possible Form of Feminist Backlash at Mid-Century]), Germany 
(the above mentioned article), and England (Agnes Becsy, "Alkotas es onvede-
lem: Virginia Woolf iroi indulasa" [Creation and Self-Defense; Virginia Woolfs 
Coming to Writing]). Yet the majority of the papers focus on Hungarian women 
in the 19th and the first half of the 20th century. This may be explainable if one 
bears in mind the historical fact that the second half of the 19th century and the 
fin-de-siecle brought about the first women's movement in Hungary (as in other 
countries worldwide) entailing women's claims to political and educational rights. 
Consequently, women entered the public sphere on a much larger scale than ever 
before, including the universities as well as the previously male-dominated arts. 
Several articles reflect this, such as Csilla E. Csorba on women photographers at 




